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Origins and objectives of the International 

Association of Deposit Insurers (IADI)

IADI’s Origins

IADI was established in 2002 following deliberations of the 
Financial Stability Forum:

• IADI is a non-profit organization constituted under Swiss Law… 

• And a separate legal entity domiciled at the Bank for International 
Settlements in Basel, Switzerland.

52 deposit insurance organizations are IADI members, 20 other 
participants' include central banks and International Financial 
Organizations
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Origins and objectives of the International 

Association of Deposit Insurers (IADI)

IADI’s Objectives and Initiatives

Contribute to the stability of financial systems by promoting 
international cooperation:

• Undertake research on DI issues (Core Principles).

• Provide members with forums and opportunities to meet (collaborate, 
interact, and share experiences) among DI’s and with other 
interested parties world-wide.

• Provide training and development.

• Databank and website, International Deposit Insurance System 
Survey, logistical assistance, etc.

www.iadi.org

http://www.iadi.org/
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Origins and objectives of the International 

Association of Deposit Insurers (IADI)

The Bank for International hosts several committees and organizations that 
promote monetary and financial stability including :

• International Association of Deposit Insurers (IADI)

• Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (BCBS)

• Financial Stability Forum (FSF) and Financial Stability Institute (FSI)

• International Association of Insurance Supervisory (IAIS)

• Committee on Payment and Settlement Systems

• Committee on the Global Financial System

• Markets Committee

IADI is co-located with other international organizations 
that promote financial stability
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IADI activities support members in the Crisis 

Core Principles Collaboration with Basel Committee, CP-s reflect experience 
from 10,000’s bank failures and previous systemic crises

Conferences Europe Regional Committee (Prague), 4th DICJ Roundtable 
(Tokyo), Cross boarder seminar (Basel), 7th Annual Asia RC Conference 
(Almaty), Africa Regional Conference (Kenya), Core Principles (Basel), 
more 

Executive Training resolution practices, claims and recoveries, e-learning 
training via the Financial Stability Institute (FSI-Connect), with 161 tutorials 
including deposit insurance, resolutions, and bank supervision

Research topics Handling a Systemic Crisis, Transitioning, Cross Boarder 
Issues, Claims and Recoveries, Public Awareness, Differential Premium 
Systems, Coverage, Funding and Evaluation of DIF Sufficiency, Mandates, 
Governance, Islamic Banking Issues

Database, New website, Collaboration with FSI and EFDI, Technical 
Assistance Possibilities up-to-date and unique information on deposit 
insurance programs, DI surveys, collaboration with others, other possibilities 
to provide technical assistance to members

“”
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IADI activities support members in the Crisis 

• A number of countries are instituting reforms during the crisis that 
improve their ability to maintain stability and also bring their deposit 
insurance systems into closer conformance with IADI research and 
Core Principles  

• IADI provides an international forum for deposit insurers to share 
experiences, and is entering into partnerships or collaborations with 
other multinational and international stability organizations

IADI Participants include IMF, World Bank, Regional Development Banks 
(ADB, EBRD, IADB), central banks (S. Africa Nat Treasury, 
Mongolia, Algeria Thailand, Singapore, Philippines) and 
organizations that support prudential supervision (ASBA etc.)

Collaboration among deposit insurers
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IADI activities support members in the Crisis 

• IADI/BCBS joint initiative to agree on an international set of core 
principles (David Walker)

• Partnership with the Financial Stability Institute to develop 
conferences and training, including a Cross Boarder Seminar, Core 
Principles Conference, and on-line training

• Working with the Financial Stability Forum on convergence and 
transitioning in response to G-20 Declaration

• Working with the EFDI to consider joint efforts on training, research, 
and information sharing

IADI participants include IMF, World Bank, Regional Development Banks 
(ADB, EBRD, IADB), central banks (S. Africa Nat Treasury, 
Mongolia, Algeria Thailand, Singapore, Philippines)

For information on events and activities: www.iadi.org

Collaboration with organizations that promote 
financial stability

http://www.iadi.org/
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Examples of reforms initiated or under 

consideration 

1. Two countries have implemented explicit deposit insurance (Australia 
and New Zealand)

2. Strengthening supervision, implementing ability to close failing banks, 
and pay depositors promptly, new public consultation on accelerated 
payout, public awareness consideration  (UK)

3. European Union: provides for minimum coverage level of 50,000 Euros, 
eliminates co-insurance. Under discussion (Council of the European 
Union):  faster payout requirement, raising coverage to 100,000 
maximum, pre-funding and risk-adjusted differential premium systems

4. Authority to restructure/rehabilitate/market banks, provide liquidity to 
troubled banks, loans to acquirers, inject capital and arrange P&A 
acquisitions, purchase troubled assets (DIA Russia Federation)

5. Possible enhancements to risk-based premium system, restructuring 
mortgages when less costly than foreclosure (USA)

6. A number of countries have legislative initiatives in process to increase 
coverage, improve resolution process (bridge bank authority), etc 
(Philippines ex). 
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Interventions to provide stability

Interventions that directly protect bank depositors:

Examples

1. Higher DI coverage levels (may be applied to all insured deposits or specific 
categories) ≈ 27 countries

2. Blanket guarantees (may be applied to all liabilities, all deposits, specific deposit 
categories) ≈ 18 countries

3. Combinations of higher coverage and blanket guarantees several countries

4. Suspension or elimination of co-insurance (not temporary)

Blanket guarantees are usually temporary, some with termination dates.  Higher 
coverage limits are sometimes temporary with termination dates.  
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Interventions to provide stability

Interventions that protect financial institutions, and thereby 

indirectly protect bank depositors and other creditors:

examples

1. Nationalization of banks, insurance companies, investment firms

2. Reduction of target interest rates and other Central Bank monetary policy actions

3. Government capital infusions through stock purchase 

4. Gov’t purchase or guarantee of subordinated debt 

5. Liquidity programs, including secured or unsecured borrowings, currency 

exchange

6. Purchase or guarantee of assets, troubled or not

7. Regulatory forbearance to encourage lending

8. Expediting applications to converting “non-bank” investment companies to banks 

to provide access to core deposits and capital injection (TARP)

9. Use of Systemic Risk rules to arrange mergers among very large banks

10. Modifying accounting rules, e.g. fair value practices  ”mark-to-market”.

Some countries: limiting executive compensation, incentives must consider long-

term values, restricting dividends, etc.
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The ability to perform an orderly resolution for any 

insured bank makes a difference

– moral hazard limited at the outset, as no bank is considered “too 
big to fail” by its creditors

– Allows safety net participants to choose the “best” resolution, and 
the deposit insurer to remain relevant in the safety net

– Preserves franchise value to maximize recoveries/limit losses to 
the deposit insurer/government

– Allows the deposit insurer – but does not require – to impose 
losses on unprotected bank creditors, mitigating moral hazard

– Can limit the consequences for bank creditors that are less than 
fully-protected (uninsured depositors and unsecured bank 
creditors) IF they can quickly receive partial reimbursement

Implementing an orderly resolution can reduce or 
mitigate systemic risk concerns
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DI Challenges in the crisis and beyond

Immediate Challenges
• Protect insured depositors and provide stability

• Work with other Financial Safety Net members to develop response to 
conditions having systemic potential

• Implement essential reforms to mitigate the crisis 

As banks fail, and as the crisis begins to subside
• Manage assets, maximize loss-recoveries, pursue legal authorities for 

parties at fault in a bank resolution

• Orderly transition back to limited coverage (from blanket guarantees and 
temporary increases in coverage limits) requires coordination among 
national safety net players and DI’s internationally

• Identify and implement reforms that take into account best practices (core 
principles) “lessons learned” and national and international expectations

• Regulatory reforms and lessons learned

• Moral hazard consequences and MACRO economic impact



Thank you 

www.iadi.org


